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Schatzkammer der Residenz 

"The Bavarian crown jewels"

This collection comprises of the treasures of the Bavarian royal family and

other aristocratic families. The Wittelsbach family jewels form the heart of

the collection and include precious objects and insignias of royal power

dating from early Middle Ages, as well as the Bavarian King's crown. The

16th century, jewel-encrusted 'St. George', is breathtaking.

 +49 89 29 0671  Max-Joseph-Platz 3, Residenz, Ostflügel, Munich
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Aiyasha Medical Spa 

"Transporting Experience"

AIYASHA Medical Skin Care & Spa is the wonderful concept of

dermatologists Dr Hans-Peter Schoppelrey, Dr Stefan Duve and Dr

Wolfgang Niederdorfer. It is the ideal blend of East meets West where you

will just soak in the luxurious environment created by the rich dark woods,

Balinese candles, natural stone, real gold and exotic flowers. The soft

lighting gives it a serene aura and is soothing, giving a glimpse of what is

to come. Feel pampered by the welcoming traditional Balinese beauty

ritual - a foot bath with fresh flower petals and a lovely cup of specialty tea

from the spa. Be ready for a transporting experience once you are in one

of the five luxuriously designed treatment rooms. Besides the traditional

Asian massage, yoga and detox, the spa has a range of progressive

medical procedures including anti-cellulite therapy, skin checks and

aesthetic beauty aids.

 +49 89 2102 4550

(Reservations)

 www.aiyasha-spa.de/  info@aiyashaspa.de  Perusastrasse 5, Munich
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Organic Luxury 

"Spa in Munich City Center"

Organic Luxury Spa offers patrons the chance to escape for a few hours

from the chaos and stress of daily life, made especially exclusive by the

use of organic products and treatments. With a choice of options from the

usual Eyebrow shaping, Waxing, Manicures and Pedicure; the Spa also

offers treatments like the Crystal Scrub, the Cleopatra Anti-Ageing Body

Treatment and Julisis Gold Facial Treatment amongst others. Indulge your

senses in a variety of luxury brands and treatments. Patrons can even buy

their favorite products at the Spa. Especially interesting is the Beauty

Fresh-Up treatment for a night out at the Opera at the National Theatre,

just around the corner.

 +49 89 982 8384  www.organicluxury.de/  info@organicluxury.de  Residenzstrasse 23, Munich
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Fünf Höfe 

"Shoppers' Paradise"

Located a short walk from the Marienplatz, Fünf Höfe is a modern

shopping arcade opened in March 2003. Once used as a Munich's central

banking district, the area is now a popular center for shopping and houses

major book stores, restaurants, cafés, art galleries and office spaces. The

area has five connected courtyards designed by architects Jacques

Herzog and Pierre de Meuron of Basel. The exotic plants, well-maintained

spaces and lighting makes the place very lively and welcoming. Zara,

Dolce & Gabbana, Ludwig Beck, Emporio Armani and Marc O'Polo are

some of the major designer stores in Fünf Höfe. Store hours vary.

 +49 89 2444 9580  www.fuenfhoefe.de  socialfh@21m.de  Theatinerstraße 15, Munich
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Sammlung Schack 

"19th-Century Art"

Thanks to Emperor Wilhelm II, this small but exquisite collection has

remained in Munich. The previous owner, Adolf Friedrich Graf von Schack,

had betrothed his collection of 250 contemporary paintings to the royal

family, but the emperor decided to leave the pictures where they were.

When the Prussian Embassy was rebuilt in 1911, the Schack pictures were

moved to a new wing, where they have remained to this day. The

collection includes works by Böcklin, Lenbach, Schwind, Feuerbach and

Spitzweg as well as numerous landscapes.

 www.pinakothek.de/besuch/sammlung-schack  Prinzregentenstraße 9, Lehel, Munich
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Safarik Hair & Beauty Salon 

"Pamper Yourself At Safrik"

Safarik Luxury Salon caters to an exclusive clientèle and provides luxury

hair, skin and beauty treatments. Located within the Westin Grande

Munich, this luxury salon is perfect to pamper yourself before a special

event, with their Make-up services, Hair-styling, Manicures, Pedicures and

much more. Want a relaxing facial or a routine hair cut and color, there is

no doubt you will be pampered at Safrik Luxury Salon with the best

treatments and products on offer. The salon is open to both men and

women. Reservations are recommended.

 +49 89 9264 8820  friseur-safarik.de/  info@friseur-safarik.de  Arabellastrasse 6, Westin

Grande Munich, Munich
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Schlosspark Nymphenburg 

"Palace Park"

Located in the Schloss Nymphenburg, Schlosspark Nymphenburg is one

of the largest parks in Munich. The picturesque green landscape,

complemented by some extraordinary garden art, is the reason behind the

castle garden's popularity among visitors. The entire area is spread

around 229 hectares (565.87 acres) of land and is a must visit when in

Munich. You can also avail of guided tours conducted by the garden

authorities.

 +49 89 17 9080  www.schloss-nymphenburg.de/deut

sch/park/index.htm

 Neuhausen-Nymphenburg 19,

Nymphenburg Palace, Munich
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Kai Wiechmann 

"Classy Furnishings"

Kai Wiechmann offers furniture that is classic and timeless. The store

offers furniture suited for every ambiance. From elegant English style

desks to beautiful Asian tea tables, the store houses a variety like no

other. Fine antique bookcases and display cabinets can be found here too.

You can even find the perfect furniture for your office or garden at this

store.

 +49 89 791 4959  www.kai-

wiechmann.de/standorte

 muenchen@kai-

wiechmann.com

 Sollner Straße 59, Munich
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Hilton Fit n Fly Spa 

"Relaxing Airport Spa"

International travel can be exhausting, long stopovers are not only tiring,

but boring and an unproductive use of time. At the Hilton Fit n Fly Spa in

Kempinski Munich Airport between Terminal 1 and 2, you can enjoy the

time between flights with a relaxing massage or spa treatment. With a

range of massages, sauna, steam, fitness center, pool and signature Algeri

treatments, let yourself be pampered between flights.

 +49 89 9782 2900  www.munich-airport.de/hil

ton-fit-fly-spa-481178

 info.munichairport@hilton.

com

 Terminalstrasse Mitte 20,

Munich
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